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In many circumstances the perfect fluid conservation equations
can be directly integrated to give a Geometric-Thermodynamic equa-
tion: typically that the lapse N is the reciprocal of the enthalphy h,
(N = 1=h). This result is aesthetically appealing as it depends only
on the fluid conservation equations and does not depend on specic
eld equations such as Einstein’s. Here the form of the Geometric-
Thermodynamic equation is derived subject to spherical symmetry and
also for the shift-free ADM formalism. There at least three applications
of the Geometric-Thermodynamic equation, the most important being
to the notion of asympotic flatness and hence to spacetime exterior to
a star. For asymptotic flatness one wants h ! 0 and N ! 1 simulta-
neously, but this is incompatible with the Geometric-Thermodynamic
equation. Consider the exterior to a star, or the exterior of any real or
hypothetical astrophysical system. A rst shot at modeling spacetime
in this exterior region is to choose an idealized geometric congura-
tion and then seek a vacuum-Einstein solution. Now the assumption
of a vacuum is an approximation, in any physical case there will be
both elds and fluids present. Here it is shown that the requirement
that the star is isolated and the presence of a fluid are incompatible
in most cases, the pressure free case being an exception. Thus there is
the following dilemma: either an astrophysical system cannot be iso-
lated or the exterior fluid must be of a contrived nature. Specically
it is shown that many perfect fluids do not have asymptotically flat
solutions. The result depends on: i)the equation of state, ii)the admis-
sibility of vector elds, and iii)the requirement that the perfect fluid
permeates the whole spacetime. The result is robust against dier-
ent choices of geometry and eld equations because it just depends on
the fluid conservation equations and the ability to introduce a suitable
preferred vector eld. For example for spherical symmetry there is the
preferred vector eld tangent to the 3-sphere; futhermore for asymp-
totically flat spacetimes there is the preferred vector eld tangent to
the 3-sphere at innity. The Tolman-Ehrenfest relation follows imme-
diately from N = 1=h. The equations relating the enthalphy to the
lapse have consequences for the cosmic censorship hypothesis and for
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1 Introduction.
The perfect fluid stress can be covariantly dierentiated to give the perfect
fluid conservation equations. In many cases these dierential equations can
be directly integrated to give a Geometric-Thermodynamic equation, which
typically equates the Eisenhart (1924) [1] Synge (1937) [2] fluid index w
to the reciprocal of the lapse N . The Eisenhart-Synge index is essentially
the fluids zero tempreture enthalpy. In section 2 the index is calculated for
several equations of state. The −equation of state is a general 2−parameter
equation of state which describes polytropes. The −equation of state is
a 1−parameter equation of state obtained from the −equation of state
by assuming the second law of thermodynamics for an adiabatic process,
Tooper (1965) [3], Zeldovich and Novikov (1971) [4]. It gives the γ−equation
of state in all cases except for γ = 0 where the pressure free (p = 0) case
is not recovered; but rather  = p ln( pK ). For equations of state see also
Eligier et al (1986) [5]. The index is not dened in the pressure free case,
thus solutions such as the Tolman (1934) [6]-Bondi (1947) [7] solution are
not covered by description in terms of the index.
The main application of the Geometric-Thermodynamic equation is to
the description of spacetime exterior to a star. It is shown in many cases
that asympotic flat solutions do not exist. This is taken to imply that the
notion of asymptotic flatness as usually understood is physically simplistic.
In the literature diagrams are constructed which are supposed to represent
the causal spacetime of a collapsing star. These diagrams usually require
that the spacetime is asymptotically flat, but the inclusion of a non-vacuum
stress is often sucient for this requirement no longer to hold. To the lowest
approximation the spacetime exterior to a star as no stress: the star exists
in a vacuum. In order to take account of the matter that surrounds a star
it is necessary to nd an approximate stress which has contributions from
planets, dust etc.. There seems to be no systematic way of producing a stress
which approximates such diverse forms of matter. When relativity is applied
to macroscopic situations the stress is usually taken to be a perfect fluid, so
that this is taken to be the form of the rst order correction to the vacuum.
Specically the stress is taken to be a spherically symmetric perfect fluid
with γ−equation of state and the result generalized where possible. The
nature of the surface of the star is left open as boundary conditions to
interior solutions are not discussed.
It will be shown that many spacetimes with a perfect fluid stress do not
have asympotically flat solutions. Throughout it is assumed that the fluid
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permeates the whole spacetime and that the spacetime is of innite extent.
The result follows from the conservation equations so that it is explicitly
independent of the gravitational eld equations used. The conservation
equations use a Christoel symbol or a generalization of this. The connection
depends on the metric which in turn can be thought of as a solution to
gravitational eld equations. In this implicit sense the result can be thought
of as depending on eld equations. It might not hold if there are other elds
coupled to the fluid. Similiarly asymptotically flat solutions are rare for
theories with quadratic Lagrangians, Buchdahl (1973) [8]. The absence of
asymptotically flat solutions might have application to the "missing mass"
problem, see Roberts (1991) [9] and references therein.
Section 2 introduces the stress, conservation equations, and the rela-
tionship between the enthalphy h and the Eisenhart-Synge fluid index !. In
section 3 it is shown that there are no asymptotically flat static fluid spheres
unless the fluid index ! ! 1 at innity, and using Einstein’s eld equations
there are no asymptotically flat static fluid spheres with γ−equation of state.
In the non-static case for γ−equation of state there are no asymptotically flat
solutions provided that γ 6= 0; 1. For both static and non-static cases there
might be asymptotically flat solutions for −polytropes. In section 4 it is
shown for static spacetimes admitting non-rotating vector U = (N; 0) and
having γ−equation of state that the lapse N is inveresely proportinal to the






These results can be used to show that there are no asymptotically flat fluid
lling spacetimes admiting the vector Ua = (N; 0) with γ−equation of state.
The introduction of the vector Ua = (N; 0) assumes that the fluid is non-
rotating and that the spacetime admits a global time coordinate, unlike the
vacuum Einstein equations, see for example Cantor et al (1976) [10], and
Witt (1986) [11]. In section 5 the Tolman-Ehrefest (1930) [12] relation is
derived. In section 6 and 7 speculate on the relevance of the above to cosmic
censorship and solar system dynamics respectively.
2 The Enthalphy and the Eisenhart-Synge fluid
Index.
The stress of a perfect fluid is given by
T = ( + p) UU + p g = nh UU + p g ; UU: = −1; (1)
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where  is the fluid density, p is the pressure, n is the particle number, h
is the enthalphy, and p +  = nh. The unit timelike vector Ua denes the
geometric objects
h = g + UU; _U = U;U: ;  = U






! = h : h





called the projection tensor, the acceleration, the expansion, the second fun-
damental form, the rotation, and the shear. The projection obeys Uh: = 0
and _Uh: = _U, also the acceleration obeys U

:
_U = 0. Formaly the sec-
ond fundamental form and its associated hypersurface only exist when the
rotation vanishes. Transvecting the stress conservation equation T :; with
U: and h:γ gives the rst conservation equation
−U: T :; = U: + ( + p)U:; = _ + ( + p) = 0 (3)
and the second conservation equation
h:γT

:; = ( + p) _U + h

: p = 0; (4)
respectively. These equations equate the derivatives of the vector eld to
the pressure and density. From a technical point of view here we are inves-
tigating when these equations can be integrated. It turns out that assuming
a specic form of vector eld - say hypersurface orthogonal U = ; is not
directly of much use, but rather assumptions about the form of the metric
have to be made. The rst law of thermodynamics can be taken in the
innitesimal form
dp = n dh + nT ds; (5)
where T is the temperature and S is the entropy. The Eisenhart-Synge fluid






after setting T = 0 in 5 and integrating it is apparent that up to a constant
factor at zero temperature ! = h.
The −polytrope has equation of state
p =  (7)
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where all the objects are independent functions. The index and particle
number corresponding to this are
! = (1 + −1)

−1 ; n = (1 + −1)
1
1− ; (8)
The −polytope has equation of state
p = Kγ0 ; (9)
where K is a constant and 0 is a function. For an adiabatic process (no























where the constant of integration is taken to be zero. Using 9, 13 becomes
the equation of state of γ−polytrope
p = (γ − 1); γ 6= 1; (14)
which has index and particle number
! = 
γ−1
γ ; n = γ
1
γ ; γ 6= 0; 1; (15)
The γ−equation of state has been derived under the assumption that γ 6= 1.
The correct γ = 1 equation of state for a −polytrope is found by putting
γ = 1 in 12 and integrating to give























In the pressure free case (γ = 1 in 14) the index 6 is not dened, an option
is to replace p with (γ−1) in the denition 6 and then take γ = 1 to obtain
ln(!) = 0 or ! = 1, then the condition n! =  + p gives n = .
3 Asymptotically Flat Fluid Spheres
The line element of a spherically symmetric spacetime can be put in the
form
ds2 = −C dt2 + A dr2 + B d2: (18)
Choosing the timelike vector eld
Ua = (
p
C; 0; 0; 0); (19)
the rotation vanishes and the projection tensor, acceleration, expansion,
shear, and second fundamental form are









































where the overdot denotes absolute derivative with respect to  in _U = DUd ,
but otherwise the overdot denote partial derivative with respect to time. The









) = 0; (21)
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and the second conservation equation 4becomes




only the r component is non-vanishing in the second equation.
In the static case the rst conservation equation 21 vanishes identically





the constant of integration is taken to be independent of  and  and is
absorbed into C, for example by redening t. For the line element 18 to
be asymptotically flat it is necessary that as r ! 1, the line element 18
becomes Minkowski spacetime in other words as r increases C ! 1, A ! 1
and B ! r2. Now from 23, C ! 1 implies that ! ! 1. Thus any static
spherical fluid sphere with a well dened index not equal to 0 or 1 cannot
be asymptotically flat. To see this result in particular cases rst consider




and as C ! 1,  tends to a constant and thus the spacetime cannot be
asymptotically flat; also the spacetime cannot be asymptotically DeSitter
as this would necessitate  tending to a constant time r2. In the pressure
free case, the index is not dened and there are the asymptotically flat
solutions given by Tolman [6] and Bondi [7]. Next consider the −equation










now asymptotically as C ! 1, p ! K; however a constant value of p
asymptotically is not consistent with asymptotic flatness, therefore there
are no asymptotically flat solutions. Finally consider the −equation of
state, from 8 and 23
C = (1 + −1)
2
1− ; (26)
in the case ! 0, C ! 1 and there might be asymptotically flat −polytropic





(a2 − 1)A; 0; 0); (27)
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where a is a constant.
In the non-static case it is necessary to assume an equation of state
in order to calculate the fluid index. The equation of state allows _ in
the rst conservation equation 3 to be replaced by _p, and then the equation
dp = _p dt+p0 dr can be integrated to give an equation relating the fluid index
to the metric. The γ−equation of state 14 and the conservation equations







2(1−γ) ; γ 6= 0; 1; (28)
where the constant of integration have been taken to be independent of 
and  and is absorbed into the line element. Taking the limits A;C ! 1,
B ! r2, for γ > 0,  ! a constant, and for γ < 0,  diverges; thus there
are no asymptotically flat solutions. The −equation of state 7 cannot
be investigated without further information. Discussion of non-existence of
time dependent fluid spheres can also be found in Mansouri (1977) [13].
4 The Geometric-Thermodynamic equation in the
ADM formalism.
In the ADM (-1,+3) [14] formalism with vanishing shift the metric is given
by





where g(3) is the determinant of the 3−dimensional metric. The reason the
shift is taken to vanish will become apparent later. The timelike unit vector
eld used here
U = (N; 0); U = (− 1
N
; 0);
Ui;t = −N;i; Ui;j = − 12N g
(3)
ij;t;
Ut;t = Ut;i = 0; (30)
there are other choices such as U = (−N; 0), and also U = (aN; bNi) for
which the unit size condition UalU: = −1 implies gijNiNj = a
2−1
b2 . For 30
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the rotation vanishes and the remaining geometric objects 2 are
hij = gij; _U = (0;
Ni
N













Kij = Kji = −gij;t: (31)











and the second conservation equation 4 becomes




the t component of the second conservation equation 33 vanishes identically.
If the shift is included in the above vector 30 one nds
2N2U0:i = 2NN;i + (NkN
k);i + N j(2Nj;i −Nkg{ik;j}); (34)
and further calculation proves intractable.
In the static case the rst conservation equation vanishes identically and
the second conservation equation integrates immediately and independently





where the constant of integration has been absorbed into N . In the dynamic
case an equation of state has to be assume to accomodate the rst conser-
vation law 3. With γ−equation of state 14 the conservation equations 32







(γ−1); γ 6= 0; 1; (36)
where the lapse N is taken to be time independent and the constants of in-
tegration have been absorbed into the line element. Substituting the spher-
ically symmetric values of the previous section into 36 gives 28 times a
function of sin  which has been taken to be absorbable there. The equa-
tions 35 and 36 depend on the choice of velocity vector 30, for example if a
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geodesic velocity vector is chosen then the acceleration vanishes and 35 and
36 do not hold. For the γ−equation of state 35 becomes
 = N
γ
1−γ ; γ 6= 0; 1; (37)
for the spacetime to be asymptotically flat the density  must vanish asymp-
totically impling that the lapse N must vanish, contradicting the assumption




1−γ g(3)γ=2; γ 6= 0; 1; (38)
asymptotically ! r2 and the spacetime cannot be asymptotically flat. For






and in this case it is possible for N ! 1 and ! 0 simultaneously as r !1
Thus for spacetimes where the rotation free vector 30 can be introduced:
i)there are no asymptotically flat γ−polytropes except possibly for γ = 0 or
1, ii)there are no asymptotically flat fluid spacetimes unless the fluid index
tends to a nite non-vanishing constant.
5 The Tolman-Ehernfest Relation.













Assuming the spacetime is static and admits the rotation free vector 30,




thus showing that the lapse N is inversely proportional to the temperature
T . This is the Tolman-Ehrenfest (1930) [12] relation. For the non-static







6 The Geometric-thermodynamic equation and Cos-
mic Censorship.
It is known that spherically symmetric asymptotically flat solutions to the
Einstein massless scalar eld equations do not posses event horizons, both in
the static case Roberts (1985) [15] and in the non-static case Roberts (1996)
[16]. Massless scalar eld solutions are equivalent to perfect fluid solutions
with γ = 2 and Ua = a(−cc: )−
1
2 ; for the above scalar eld solutions the
vector eld is not necessarily timelike so that the perfect fluid correspon-
dence does not follow through. It can be argued that an asymptotically
flat fluid would be a more realistic model of a collapsed object, because a
fluid provides a better representation of the stress outside the object. In the
spherically symmetric case a global coordinate system of the form 18 can
be choosen and a necessary condition for there to be an event horizon is
that, at a nite non-zero value of r, C ! 1. From 23, 24, 25, and 28 it is
apparent that this only occurs from some exceptional equations of state and
values for the fluid density. Relaxing the requirement of spherical symmetry
equations 38 and 39 show that for there to be a null surface N ! 0, or
! ! 1; however the derivation of both 38 and 39 requires the vector 30
and components of this diverge as N ! 0, also to show that 38 and 39 hold
globally it is necessary to show that the coordinate system 29 can be set
up globally. The above suggests that it is unlikely that spacetimes with a
perfect fluid present have event horizons except in contrived circumstances.
7 The Geometric-Thermodynamic equation and
Solar System Dynamics.
The exterior Schwarzschild solution is a reasonable model of the solar system
outside the sun. A fluid solution can be argued to be a better approximation
to the matter distribution as it takes some account of interplanetary space
not being a vacuum. Any exterior fluid spacetime would have dierent
geodesics than the vacuum-Schwarzschild solution consequently the orbits
of the planets would be dierent from that suggested by the Schwarzschild
solution. The orbits of the outer planets are known to have unexplained
irregularities. It has been shown Roberts (1987) [17] that in the case of
Pluto, that Ko¨ttlers’s solution (the Schwarzschild solution with cosmological
constant) cannot explain the irregularity. The magnitude of the upper limit
of the eective cosmological constant is about Λ = 10−16g: cm:−3. It
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was shown that this is about 12 orders of magnitude too small to explain
the orbital irregularities, thus the critical density must be larger than Λ.
Λ is much larger than the mean density of interplanetary space which is
of the order of 10−29g: cm:−3 (or 10−5 protons cm:−3). The density of
interplanetary matter is insignicant compared to the density contribution
from the planets, for example for Jupiter Jupiter = 34MJupiterr
−3
Jupiter 
2:10−4g: cm:−3, where the radius rJupiter is the semi-major axis of the planets
orbit. This density is above Λ and might be above C . Taking a fluid
to model the planets is an unusual step, but the alternative of seeking an
n−body solution to the eld equations is not viable because even the 2−body
solution is not known.
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